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Abstract. Analysis of global climate model simulations and 
observations suggest decadal, midlatitude changes in and 
over the North Pacific cause decadal modulation of the E1 

Nifio-Southem Oscillation. This coupling between the two 
geographic regions is via atmospheric, not oceanographic, 
teleconnections. In essence, large scale changes in the circu- 
lation of the atmosphere over the Pacific Basin, while largest 
in midlatitudes, have a significant projection onto the wind 
field overlying the equatorial regions. These low frequency 
wind changes precondition the mean state of the thermocline 
in the equatorial ocean to produce prolonged periods of en- 
hanced or reduced ENSO activity. The midlatitude variabil- 
ity that drives equatorial impacts is of stochastic origin and, 
although the magnitude of the signal is enhanced by ocean 
processes, likely unpredictable. 

1. Introduction 

There is currently considerable scientific interest and de- 
bate about the manner in which decadal climate changes 
(time scales of order 10 years or longer) in the tropical/equa- 
torial Pacific interact with similar time scale changes in the 
midlatitude Pacific. These changes manifest themselves as 
modulations of the ENSO (El Nifio-Southem Oscillation) in 
the tropics, e.g. the persistent warming of the tropical wa- 
ter temperatures in the first half of the 1990s (Trenberth and 
Hurrell, 1994; Trenberth and Hoar, 1996; Gu and Philan- 
der, 1997) and concomitant drought in such places as Aus- 
tralia (e.g. Morrissey and Graham, 1995). In the midlati- 
tudes of the N. Pacific, the changes are apparent not only in 
sea surface temperature over virtually the entire N. Pacific 
(e.g. Latif and Barnett, 1994, 1996), but in low frequency 
modulations of phytoplankton (Venrick et al., 1987) and fish 
populations (Mantua et al., 1997), as well as periods of ex- 
tended above/below normal rainfall over the United States 
(Latif and Barnett, 1994, 1996). The key questions we ad- 
dress here are the degree to which the midlatitude and tropi- 
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cal climate changes (ENSO) interact and the principal direc- 
tion of information flow in this interaction on decadal time 

scales. 

2. The Nature of the Decadal Variability in the 
Midlatitude Pacific 

Recent modelling work has demonstrated that decadal 
variability in the N. Pacific has at least two components (Bar- 
nett et al., 1999) 

The large basin scale patterns of variability are stochasti- 
cally forced by the atmosphere (Tett and Barnett, 1999). We 
shall refer to this as the stochastic mode (cf. Hasselmann, 
1976). The accompanying spectra of atmospheric variables 
are white, while the ocean variables have a red spectrum. 

The second element of the midlatitude decadal change 
is associated with a deterministically forced coupled mode 
of the Pacific ocean-atmosphere system, the Pacific Decadal 
Oscillation (PDO). This involves feedbacks between the gy- 
ral heat transport, the resulting variations in meridional gra- 
dients of SST, and the response of the wind stress curl to 
these SST changes•much as envisioned in Latff and Bar- 
nett (1994, 1996). It is responsible for a highly prominent 
peak in the power spectra of many ocean and atmosphere 
variables in the western Pacific at a frequency of 1 cycle/20 
years. The time scale is set by the advection time of the gyre 
and Rossby wave travel times. However, these mechanics 
are not entirely understood, nor is the manner in which the 
stochastic and deterministic modes interact. 

3. Procedure 

We have investigated the direction of information flow be- 
tween the tropics and midlatitudes at decadal time scales 
with the help of ECHO-2, a 147-year control run of a sophis- 
ticated coupled general circulation model (CGCM) of the 
global climate system from the Max Planck Institute for Me- 
teorology in Hamburg (Frey et al., 1997; Venzke et al., 1999; 
Pierce et al., 1999). The model has full state-of-the-science 
physics, except it has no active sea ice component and in- 
stead uses restoring to observed ocean conditions poleward 
of 60 ø. Its resolution is approximately 50 km in the equa- 
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torial ocean increasing to 280 km above 20 ø. It produces 
a credible, though slightly weak ENSO signal and mimics 
well both the strength and patterns of the decadal variability 
in the N. Pacific (e.g. Pierce et al., 1999; Barnett et al., 1999; 
Venzke et al., 1999). 

Additionally, we have used two runs of full physics at- 
mospheric models joined to simplified mixed layer oceans: 
a CCM3 aunosphere/mixed layer ocean run of 100 years 
(Kiehl et al., 1996), and an ECHAM3 atmosphere/mixed 
layer ocean run of 170 years (Dommenget, personal com- 
munication, 1998). These mixed layer runs lack any ENSO 
variability, but they both replicate well the large scale pattern 
and signal strength of the Pacific decadal variability (Bar- 
nett et al., 1999; Pierce et al., 1999). This allows us to ex- 
clude the possibility that ENSO variability teleconnected to 
the midlatitudes causes the results shown below. Unless oth- 

erwise noted, all time series have been filtered to eliminate 
variations with time scales less than 10 years, so that the 
focus of the results is on decadal changes, e.g. the 20-year 
spectral peak of the PDO. We have also analyzed 47 years 
of observed data to verify that the results in the models are 
realistic with regard to features they represent. 

4. Analysis and Results 
The clue to the mechanism that couples the tropics and 

midlatitudes at decadal time scales shows up in time series 
of model SST in the central N. Pacific (32øN, 172øW) and 
at the equator in the heart of the El Nifio signal (160øW) 
(Fig. 1). With the equatorial SST plotted with the reversed 
sign, the illustration shows the two time series in close har- 
mony, such that when the N. Pacific is warm the equatorial 
regions are cool and vice versa. The maximum simultaneous 
correlation is -0.63. The same computation from the obser- 
vations gi•,es a correlation of-0.68. These results lead to the 
conclusion that, since the strongest relation is contempora- 
neous, the connection is via the atmosphere, not the ocean. 
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Figure 2. Canonical correlation analysis of sea surface 
temperature and zonal wind stress. Left column panels show 
the pattern of SST that predicts zonal wind stress (right col- 
umn). From top to bottom the rows are: (1) Observations (2) 
ECHO-2 full physics GCM (3) CCM3 atmosphere coupled 
to a slab ocean model (4) ECHAM3 atmosphere coupled to 
a fixed mixed layer ocean model. Contour interval is 0.05 C 
for the left column (SST); 1.0 x 10 -3 N m -• for the fight 
column (•-•). Negative contours are dashed. The zero con- 
tour is omitted. 

and 47 years of observed data. Canonical correlation analy- 
The nature of the connection was determined by inves- sis (CCA) sits at the apex of the regression techniques and is 

rigating the relation between SST fields and changes in the used here to find the most strongly correlated coexisting pat- 
surface wind stress, here taken to be represented by the zonal terns in the wind/SST data sets (cf. Barnett and Preisendor- 
stress. Shown in Fig. 2 are the results of a canonical corre- fer, 1988). The domain of the analysis is from 60øN to 40øS 
lation analysis performed on yearly averaged data from the and 120øE to 90øW. The familiar SST pattern that goes with 
147 years of the ECHO-2 data, both mixed layer ocean runs, the midlatitude decadal variability in the N. Pacific (Latif 
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Figure 1. Time series of central N. Pacific sea surface 
temperatures (solid) and equatorial sea surface temperature 
(dashed; shown inverted) for the ECHO2 model. The corre- 
lation between the two original series is -0.63. 

and Barnett, 1994, 1996; Mantua, 1997; Tett and Barnett, 
1999) tums out to be the most important predictor for all the 
models and the observations (Fig. 2, left column). Note that 
while this pattern has some signal in the equatorial zone, it 
is definitely not the pattern associated with ENSO, which 
has a strong maximum within 5 ø of the equator between the 
dateline and the coast of South America. 

The pattern of wind stress associated with the decadal SST 
patterns is shown in the right column of Fig. 2. As expected, 
the strongest signals are in the N. Pacific. However, the alter- 
ation of the zonal wind stress in association with the N. Pa- 
cific SST has a substantial signal over the central and west- 
em equatorial Pacific. This is just the region where changes 
in zonal stress have substantial impacts on and lead to the 
ocean component of ENSO (e.g. Philander, 1990). In both 
the observations and models, the decadal wind stress vari- 



ance accounted for by this mode in the equatorial wave guide 
region is 40-60%. 

ENSO variability teleconnected to the midlatitudes cannot 
cause the large midlatitude response since the mixed layer 
simulations, which completely lack an ENSO signal, show 
the same signal as the full CGCM. These simulations also 
lack the PDO as described above, for they have no gyres 
to key the interactions required for the PDO. These results 
alone seem to confirm that it is the stochastic component of 
.midlatitude Pacific decadal climate variability that imposes 
itself on the tropical Pacific and not the other way around. 

The above results suggest the PDO, by itself, has little 
impact on the tropics. This conclusion was checked with 
numerical experiments using the Pacific decadal SST sig- 
nature (from Latif and Barnett, 1994) above 20øN to force 
ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al., 1996), the same atmospheric 
general circulation model (AGCM) used in ECHO2. Two 
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Figure 3. Upper: The normalized difference in wind stress 
curl between two 12 member ensembles of AGCM exper- 
iments, one ensemble forced by a 'warm' N. Pacific SST 
state and the other by a 'cold' state. Middle: Histograms of 
the projection of the wind stress curl pattern on the monthly 
ensemble wind stress curl patterns, stratified by the imposed 
SST condition. The distributions are significantly different 
at the 99% level, showing the wind stress curl field over the 
Pacific responds to the differing SSTs associated with the 
PDO. Units are such that scaling the pattern by the histogram 
bin gives Pa m -1. Lower: As in upper panel but for zonal 
wind stress (N m-2), for direct comparison with the fight 
column of Fig. 2. 
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Figure 4. Upper: Correlation between decadal changes 
in depth of the 20 C isotherm and an index of the Pacific 
Decadal Oscillation defined by the leading principal com- 
ponent of the N. Pacific SST field. Lower: Histograms of 
E1 Nifio/La Ni•a strength under warm/cold conditions in the 
central N. Pacific. Both panels are constructed from the 147 
year ECHO2 control run. 

12-member ensembles of year long runs were made; each 
ensemble had the same pattern of decadal SST change but 
opposite polarity, one a 'warm' phase when the Kuroshio 
Extension region has above normal temperatures, and the 
other a corresponding 'cold' phase. The difference of the 
wind stress curl pattern between the two ensembles is shown 
in Fig. 3 (upper). This curl pattern is associated with the 
ocean-dynamic part of the 20-year variability in ECHO2 
(Barnett et al., 1999). The monthly wind fields for the two 
ensembles were then projected onto this pattern. The result- 
ing histograms for the imposed 'warm' and 'cold' SST con- 
ditions, Fig. 3 (middle), are significantly different at over 
95% confidence using a Kolmolgrov-Smimoff test, so the 
wind field in the AGCM does respond differently at oppo- 
site phases of the SST pattern such as shown in Fig. 2 (left). 
ECHAM4 produces a signal that looks quite realistic and 
agrees well in magnitude with that derived from the NCEP 
reanalysis. 

Comparing the wind field illustrations in Fig. 3 (lower 
panel) and Fig. 2 (fight column) leaves no doubt they are 
not the same. Hence, the PDO does invoke an atmospheric 
response, but it is confined to the midlatitudes, so does not 



impact ENSO directly. Space does not permit further discus- 
sion of important questions such as the impact that the inter- 
action between the PDO and stochastic mode, e.g. Weng and 
Neelin (1998), might have on this conclusion. 

Given that the stochastic mode of midlatitude variability 
can project a wind signal onto the equator that represents 40- 
60% of the decadal variability, it is natural to wonder if this 
is large enough to induce significant changes in the coupled 
mod½l's equatorial ocean thermal structure. The correlation 
between an index of decadal SST variations in the central N. 

Pacific and the low frequency variations in depth of the 20 
C isotherm in the near equatorial zone, commonly taken as 
an index of ENSO variations in the ocean, is shown in Fig. 4 
(upper). The strong bimodal character is basically the well 
known spatial ENSO signal in the interior ocean. 

Recent work (Kirtman and Schopf, 1998) shows that a 
modulation in the slope of the main equatorial thermocline, 
such as illustrated in Fig. 4, leads directly to modulation of 
the ENSO process. Analysis of the CGCM results does in- 
deed show the probability distribution of ENSO magnitudes 
to be significanfiy different depending on the phase of the 
main decadal SST pattem in the N. Pacific (e.g. Fig. 4, lower 
and Pierce et al., 1999). It seems clear that the processes dis- 
cussed above offer one possible explanation for at least part 
of the low frequency modulation of ENSO at decadal time 
scales by stochastically driven, low frequency variations in 
the midlatitude N. Pacific climate system. 

The overview that emerges from these results suggests 
that decadal variability in the midlatitude N. Pacific is an 
important driver of the decadal variability of the tropical 
Pacific. The physics 0f the midlatitude decadal variability, 
which is partially stochastic and parfly deterministic, are pre- 
sented elsewhere (Latif and Barnett, 1994, 1996; Tett and 
Barnett, 1999; Barnett et al., 1999). Suffice to say, they do 
not rely direcfiy on tropical Pacific processes. Effectively, 
the decadal changes in the general circulation over the N. 
Pacific reach far enough equatorward to alter the zonal stress 
in the central equatorial Pacific. These low frequency wind 
changes precondition the mean state of the thermocline in 
the equatorial ocean to produce prolonged periods of en- 
hanced or reduced ENSO activity. The wind stress variations 
can be viewed as a spatial expansion/contraction and modu- 
lation in strength of the Northeast Trade Wind System that 
are associated with major changes in the circulation over the 
Pacific. 

In closing, we need to stress again that other factors, e.g. 
interaction between the Asian monsoon and ENSO, need to 
be investigated more fully in order to see what other regional 
climate changes might impact ENSO variability on decadal 
time scales. 
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